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I am delighted that the Academy Gallery and  
Plimsoll Gallery, University of Tasmania is able to present 
Charles Blackman + family.

Charles Blackman’s partnership with Genevieve de 
Couvreur began in 1978 and lasted for almost a decade. 
During their year’s together Blackman’s work diversified 
to include the designing of ballet sets for the Sydney 
Dance Company and Western Australian Ballet Company, 
and a number of publications. Genevieve assisted him in 
all aspects of his studio life and was his muse and only 
student. They spent their time together living in their two 
studios in Sydney and Queensland.

Their marriage produced two children, Beatrice and 
Felicien, better known as Bertie and Felix. 

Charles now lives in Sydney and Genevieve resides in 
Launceston with her husband Stephen Tredinnick,  
a doctor and egyptologist. 

Felix is an award winning graphic designer who recently 
graduated with a Masters of Architecture from UTAS and 
is currently working as a graduate architect in Launceston. 
He is also pursuing his interest in painting and drawing. 

Bertie lives in Melbourne and has a successful, award 
winning music career. She is currently diversifying and 
exploring the visual arts.

Bertie and Felix are now working together with the 
Blackman trust developing their father’s estate to ensure 
his legacy is sustained with integrity and imagination.

This exhibition is a view in to a family of strong 
individuals who continue to evolve and grow.

Charles Blackman + family is presented as part of the 
Academy Gallery Mini Blockbuster (MB) series. The MB 
Series aims to promote and showcase the contemporary 
arts as accessible cultural enjoyment.

Dr Malcom Bywaters

Co-curator with Genevieve de Couvreur  
Charles Blackman + family

foreword



Charlie by Dave and Jack

You phoned through poems at midnight
Tinted dreams that sped along the wires
above the everyday strife
Blues and pinks of joy and light.

Like two old Shags drunk in the sun
our Maroochy River of ideas 
flowed and dropped...
down through the rabbit-hole into a wonderland

Where school girls coaxed Alice out 
from stuffy classrooms
into the mad-hatters day
Capturing the underworld in the shade of their hats.

We gathered the discarded colours and scraps
The building blocks from around our town
and watched as you laid them loud
on a canvas of hope.

Inspiring all of us who knew.
Then breaking through.
For everyone.

The Blackman family is in my opinion Australia’s most remarkable artistic 
dynasty. 

There is a lot of history written on the life of Charles B. For me it is 
important to say that Charlie was not born with a silver spoon in his mouth, 
quite the opposite. No inherited money, no genteel life - Charlie from my 
understanding survived as a child from the close love of his three sisters. 
He went on to not only become one of Australia’s most significant 20thC 
artists but also he gave us a beautiful family where truly great creativity 
and innovative ideas are unbounded and unfolding today.  We see here 
today inspirational ideas that traverse from Charlie to Genevieve and onto 
their children Bertie and Felix. 

The Blackmans and the Birrells are two families that have been close since 
the late 1940s. Charlie is godfather to my two younger brothers and I.  
Both our families are ‘aligned’ by fathers who have been good mates all 
their lives. 

Charles Blackman + family  

a personal 
viewpoint...

It is an honour to have been asked by the Blackman’s to open the 
exhibition Charles Blackman + family. 

In tribute to my old mate Charlie who loved a bit of poetry, I thought I’d 
attempt a little doggerel. 

The words relate to some special Blackman times in my life. As a child 
Charlie would live with us from time to time. Like a forward scout he would 
come up to Queensland in front of his family before relocating them.  
My Dad is an architect and as a kid he would take me to his building sites 
and it was my job to pick up left over paints and discarded bits of masonite 
for Charlie. We would take them home and Charlie would paint beautiful 
images of the life that surrounded us. We watched as he painted with 
endless energy, always on both sides of everything we found for him. Later 
on as an a teenager at our Maroochy River house, with paper thin walls, 
he would keep me awake at night talking on the phone, endless ideas, 
thoughts, reciting poetry to friends on the other side of the world. Charlie 
would give us paintings to pay for the long distance phone calls.  
I grew up thinking all paintings had pictures on both sides of them.  
My mum would periodically turn paintings around and the house would 
change into yet another dreamy Blackman world. 



Charlie and Jim, my dad, first met in Melbourne as active members of 
the Contemporary Art Society, when they were in their early 20s. They 
went on to wed three wives each, have six children each, and for over 
five decades they always had a young child under 10 years of age in their 
homes. I can attest that it is mostly credit to the women, as it is for these 
two old bulls, that we all survived. Charles and Jim are Real characters: 
through great leaps, not just incremental bits, these two mates changed 
Australian history - How we see ourselves culturally as a people in the 
world, and how the world sees us. They forged the strongest of bonds 
between the two of them, and that same deep love endures today within 
each family, and between us all. 

This exhibition is timely as it brings to light and recognises a significant 
chapter of the Blackman family - hitherto a story relatively untold. 

In 1978 Charles married Genevieve de Couvreur, a quietly strong and 
determined young woman, already a painter she became wife, mother, 
and studio assistant to Charlie.  Charles and Genevieve’s two children 
Bertie and Felix are now recognised young creatives - they are the new 
Blackman generation adding sensitively to the portrait of this unique 
artistic dynasty. 

Charles in latter years has struggled with illness and is well loved and 
cared for by his family and friends. Bertie and Felix are playing an active 
role in the management of his trust, and the oeuvre of his art. This is not 
a small or simple task. I congratulate them on their dedication and effort, 
which in turn goes back into the quality of care their Dad requires each 
day. Charlie I know would love to be here today as artist and proud father, 
and I know he sends his love.

I need to also recognise another important family member, Stephen 
Tredinnick. Stephen and Genevieve married recently and, it is Stephen 
who brought incredible love into the lives of Genevieve, Bertie and Felix 
where there had been a void. 

I can say this with a bit of authority. 

You see... I knew Genevieve’s two husbands, Charles and Stephen, before 
she had ever met them. These two love events unfolded over thirty years 
apart, thousand of kilometres apart. Incredibly, I didn’t know that she was 
being charmed by either of them until after the fact. 

I watched Bertie and Felix grow from pregnant bumps into babies in 
Queensland. And now today, thirty odd years later, we all live in Tasmania 

where Bertie and Felix are like uncles and aunts to my children. Felix and 
Bertie collaborate in creative work with my wife Becci and I, and so it goes 
on... the evolution of Blackman Birrell families continues to extend and 
collide like some sort of cosmic convergence of unpredictable events. 

Genevieve was about 20 when I first met her. I was a young carpenter 
and built for her and Charles a treehouse studio on Buderim which was 
perched above a waterfall in a rainforest. I was amazed to watch each 
day to see Genevieve living in the epicenter of Charlie’s vortex... learning 
processes of painting first hand. 

In all of Genevieve’s work I see that early expert studio grounding. Her 
paintings are uniquely her own fingerprint often about colour-fields that 
are poetic and powerful. Landscapes of the soul.   

In more recent times her work has been designing and making 
environments called ‘Art Houses’. They are artistic installations, at 
Binalong Bay and Salamanca, where people can stay in art-filled worlds 
of literature, food, paints, pencils and paper - to stay awhile and enjoy 
the world of an artist in iconic Tasmanian settings. The accommodation 
projects are a testament to her artistic eye and style. They are a 
collaboration with Stephen who is in his own right an artist, furniture 
maker and writer. They are to each their muse, and artist companions  
in life.

Bertie is a Visual Artist and Musician - she is the most gorgeous young 
Blackman your gaze could meet. She recently won FOUR different ARIA 
nominations, which she ended up winning “Best Independent Artist of the 
Year”. Bertie ‘talks’ about getting a day job but somehow I think music, 
painting and installations will remain her passion - like her Dad she 
moves art forward in leaps not small increments.  

Felix is an Architect, Graphic Designer, Photographer, and Artist. 

This young Blackman possess a rare gift like his father: to speak his mind 
and express his creativity with clarity and single mindedness. He has the 
ability to make people who are not used to thinking differently, DO SO! 
Australian art needs more Felix Blackman’s too.

It gives me great pleasure to acknowledge this historic exhibition,  
Charles Blackman + family.*

Jack Birrell
*Please note that these words were spoken by Jack Birrell at the launch of Charles Blackman + family 
at the Academy Gallery. Jack Birrell is a long time Blackman family friend and nationally recognised 
Launceston based architect.



Charles Blackman
Orpheus 
1981 
oil on paper

Charles Blackman
School Girl takes a Flip & Hat takes a Holiday
Animation by Felix Blackman taken from 
Flip books made in 1975

charles



Charles Blackman
The Garden of Carnavalet 
1975
tapestry

Charles Blackman
School Girl and Cat 
1952 
oil on board

Charles Blackman
Rue St Denis 
1971 
oil on canvas



bertie

Bertie Blackman
Ancestor of Map Face
2013
ink and gouache on paper

Bertie Blackman
Boy
2012
digital animation directed by 
Quan Yeomans alongside 
illustrator Celeste Potter

Bertie Blackman
Thugs and Lost Boys
2013
ink on paper

Above
Bertie Blackman
Boy
2013
ink on paper

Top
Bertie Blackman
Shadow Chasers
2013
ink on paper



Top
Felix Blackman
View: Left of Centre
2011
Fingal Valley
oil and wax on board

Above
Felix Blackman
Gasworks
2012
Launceston
oil and wax on board

Right
Felix Blackman

The Dialogue : Typographic Project
Detail
2006

Sydney
B&W Plot x 2

felix

Felix Blackman
Dyret i Naturen - The Beast in Nature
Explorations of Landscape and Architecture
2010
Denmark
1 of 5



genevieve de couvreur

Genevieve de Couvreur
Memory Red  
2008 
oil gold leaf on Linen

Genevieve de Couvreur
Memory #8 
2008  
oil gold leaf on linen

Genevieve de Couvreur
Source #12 
1989 
acrylic on paper 4 works



Genevieve de Couvreur
Memory #2  
2008  
oil gold leaf on linen

Genevieve de Couvreur
Illuminations Red 
2004 
oil gold leaf in marine 
plywood
multi panel
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